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MHC Drives TCR Repertoire Shaping, but not Maturation, in

Recent Thymic Emigrants1,2

Evan G. Houston, Jr. and Pamela J. Fink3

After developing in the thymus, recent thymic emigrants (RTEs) enter the lymphoid periphery and undergo a maturation process

as they transition into the mature naive (MN) T cell compartment. This maturation presumably shapes RTEs into a pool of T cells

best fit to function robustly in the periphery without causing autoimmunity; however, the mechanism and consequences of this

maturation process remain unknown. Using a transgenic mouse system that specifically labels RTEs, we tested the influence of

MHC molecules, key drivers of intrathymic T cell selection and naive peripheral T cell homeostasis, in shaping the RTE pool in

the lymphoid periphery. We found that the TCRs expressed by RTEs are skewed to longer CDR3 regions compared with those

of MN T cells, suggesting that MHC does streamline the TCR repertoire of T cells as they transition from the RTE to the MN T

cell stage. This conclusion is borne out in studies in which the representation of individual TCRs was followed as a function of time

since thymic egress. Surprisingly, we found that MHC is dispensable for the phenotypic and functional maturation of RTEs. The

Journal of Immunology, 2009, 183: 7244–7249.

R
ecent thymic emigrants (RTEs)4 are those naive T cells

that have newly entered the lymphoid periphery follow-

ing development in the thymus. RTEs constantly replen-

ish T cell diversity in the periphery, and their contribution is par-

ticularly important in neonates and lymphopenic adults. Although

RTEs were originally thought to have completed development in

the thymus and to enter the lymphoid periphery ready to scan for

and distinguish foreign Ag from self, recent evidence has emerged

that RTEs undergo a postthymic maturation period in the lymphoid

periphery (1–5). RTEs display reduced proliferation and cytokine

secretion in response to stimulation, and a phenotype that is IL-

7R�lowTCRhighCD3highCD28lowCD24highQa2lowCD45RBlow rela-

tive to mature naive (MN) T cells (1).

Although RTEs differ phenotypically from MN T cells, they

lack an unambiguous cell surface marker, creating limitations and

technical challenges in studying this subset of T cells. However, a

murine transgenic (Tg) model system (6) has facilitated the study

of RTEs by labeling these cells, allowing for easy identification

and separation. These mice contain a transgene encoding GFP un-

der the control of the RAG2 promoter (RAG2p-GFP Tg mice),

which is expressed in the thymus and specifically labels RTEs as

GFP� in peripheral T cells (1). Because no new GFP is made in

the periphery, this label is brightest in the youngest RTEs (7), and

decays over time until it can no longer be detected on T cells that

have been out in the lymphoid periphery for more than 3 wk (1).

Although knowledge of the distinctions between RTEs and MN

T cells is amassing, little is known about the mechanisms that

govern the maturation process RTEs undergo in the lymphoid pe-

riphery. We have previously shown that RTE maturation requires

thymic egress and exposure to secondary lymphoid organs (4).

MHC molecules are a well-known regulator of naive T cell ho-

meostasis, transmitting a basal survival signal through the TCR

important for the long-term survival of naive T cells (reviewed in

Ref. 8). Given that RTEs are part of the naive T cell pool, it is

reasonable to hypothesize that MHC molecules, expressed by a

variety of cell types within secondary lymphoid organs, deliver

signals that shape the population of RTEs. Consistent with this

idea is the observation that NKT cells undergo TCR-dependent

maturation in the lymphoid periphery driven by the nonclassical

MHC molecule CD1d (9, 10). MHC molecules may also shape the

population of RTEs by narrowing the repertoire, as T cells develop

with a range of affinity for self MHC plus peptide, and those T

cells that leave the thymus with too high (potentially autoreactive),

or too low (nonproductive) self-reactivity may be winnowed out of

the population of RTEs before joining the fully immunocompetent

MN T cell pool. Age-dependent shaping of the TCR repertoire in

the lymphoid periphery is suggested by the fact that the CD4:CD8

ratio of RTEs is much higher than that of MN T cells (1, 3), and

the observation that thymectomized female mice gradually lose

reactivity to the male Ag H-Y (11). In this study, we show that

MHC shapes the population of RTEs by modulating the TCR rep-

ertoire of cells that become MN T cells, but does not drive phe-

notypic maturation of RTEs.

Materials and Methods
Mice

CD4�/�, classical MHC II�/� (I-Ab
�

�/�), and complete MHC II�/� (lacking
the entire MHC II locus) C57BL/6 (B6) mice were purchased from The Jack-
son Laboratory. B6 mice have a disrupted I-E� gene, but retain expression of
I-E� (12). Tg B6 mice expressing I-A� under control of the K14 promoter
(K14p-I-A� Tg mice, Ref. 13) were a gift from M. Bevan (University of
Washington, Seattle, WA). These mice are also I-A�

�/� and thus lack classical
MHC II molecule expression in the lymphoid periphery but express MHC
class II on cortical thymic epithelial cells. RAG2p-GFP Tg mice (6) were
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originally a gift from M. Nussenzweig (The Rockefeller University, New
York, NY) and were backcrossed in our laboratory at least 10 generations onto
the B6 background. Also used were chicken OVA-specific MHC class I re-
stricted CD45.1� OT-I (14) and MHC class II restricted CD45.1� OT-II (15)
and lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus-specific MHC class I restricted
CD45.1� P14 (16) and MHC class II restricted CD45.2� SMARTA (17)
TCR Tg B6 mice. Each of these TCR Tg lines of mice was crossed onto
the RAG2p-GFP Tg background to allow identification of RTEs, and GFP
brightness of RTEs from polyclonal and TCR Tg mice were similar.

To make radiation chimeras, �5 � 106 T cell-depleted bone marrow
cells were injected i.v. into lethally irradiated (1000 rads) RAG2p-GFP Tg
recipient mice, which were maintained on water containing neomycin sul-
fate (Mediatech) and polymyxin B (Invitrogen) from 1 day before to 14
days after irradiation. TCR Tg and polyclonal T cell populations in com-
petitive bone marrow chimeras were identified using Abs against a combina-
tion of congenic markers and transgene-encoded TCRs. Injected marrow from
TCR non-Tg donors expressed the same congenic marker as the recipient, to
allow identification of polyclonal RTEs derived from both donor and host bone
marrow. Reconstituted chimeras were analyzed �8 wk later, while all other
mice were used at 6–12 wk of age. Adoptive transfers were performed by i.v.
injection of the indicated number of cells into unmanipulated hosts. All ex-
periments were performed in compliance with the University of Washington
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Cell preparation, staining, enrichment, sorting, and stimulation

Single cell suspensions of thymus, spleen, and lymph nodes were prepared
and stained as described in Ref. 4 with Abs against the following mole-
cules: CD4 (clone RM4-5), CD8 (53-6.7), CD44 (Pgp-1), CD62L (MEL-
14), CD24 (M1/69), Qa2 (1-1-2), CD45RB (16A), CD45.1 (A-20), CD45.2
(104), I-Ab (M5/114.15.2), and TCR subunits V�2 (B20.1), V�3.2 (RR3-
16), V�8 (B21.14), V�2 (B20.6), V�3 (KJ25), V�4 (KT4-10), V�5 (MR9-
4), V�6 (RR4-7), V�7 (TR310), V�8.1/8.2 (KJ16), V�9 (MR10-2), V�10
(B21.5), V�11 (RR3-15), V�13 (MR12-3), and V�14 (14-2), all from
eBioscience or BD Biosciences. Biotinylated Abs were detected with PE-
or allophycocyanin-conjugated streptavidin (eBioscience). Events were
collected on a FACSCanto (BD Biosciences) and data were analyzed on
FlowJo (Tree Star) after excluding doublets from live-gated samples. Flu-
orescence-minus-one samples (18) were run when appropriate. Sorting to ob-
tain peripheral naive (CD62Lhigh) CD4 or CD8 RTEs (GFP�) or MN T cells
(GFP�) or pre-RTEs (CD4 or CD8 single positive (SP) CD62LhighGFP� thy-
mocytes) from RAG2p-GFP Tg mice was done as described (4). In brief,
untouched T cells were enriched with an EasySep kit (Stem Cell Technolo-
gies) and sorted on a FACSAria (BD Biosciences) to �97% purity, except
pre-RTEs, which were contaminated with a larger population of double-neg-
ative thymocytes that were gated out upon analysis.

Where indicated, freshly sorted CD4�CD62Lhigh RTEs and MNs, or
RTEs transferred to classical MHC II�/� and CD4�/� mice 9 days previ-
ously were CFSE labeled and stimulated as described (4). In brief, 1.25 �

105 freshly sorted CFSE-labeled congenic RTEs or MNs were stimulated
for 3 days with 30 ng/ml anti-CD3 and 1 �g/ml anti-CD28 in the presence
of 2 � 106 irradiated T-depleted splenocytes in 24-well plates. Alterna-
tively, 2 � 106 CD8 T cell depleted spleens and lymph node cells from
classical MHC II�/� and CD4�/� recipients were CFSE-labeled and sub-
jected to the same stimulation conditions for 3 days.

Spectratyping

TCR CDR3 spectratyping was performed as previously described (19, 20),
with modifications. Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy mini kit (Qia-
gen) and RNA from equivalent numbers of sorted CD4 RTEs and MN T cells
and CD8 RTEs and MN T cells was then converted to cDNA using oligo(dT)
or random hexamer primers with SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitro-
gen). The TCR CDR3 region was amplified by a first step PCR using a V�-
and C�-specific primer pair. Amplified CDR3 products were then labeled with
a second step PCR using an internal FAM-labeled primer specific for C� or J�
(Invitrogen); the latter reaction amplifies the CDR3 region encoded by a spe-
cific V�-J� recombination. Primer sequences and PCR conditions were based
on (20). FAM-labeled runoff products were resolved on a DNA sequencer by
the Genomics Facility at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. Peak
heights were calculated from the sequencer data using Genescan software (Ap-
plied Biosystems). For each sample, peak heights were then expressed as a
percentage of total peak heights within that sample.

Statistical analysis

Statistical significance between two groups was determined using a 2-tailed
Student’s t test with equal variance, except where indicated, a paired
2-tailed Student’s t test was used. Differences with p � 0.05 were consid-
ered significant.

Results
RTEs and MN T cells have globally similar TCR repertoires

To determine the influence of MHC on RTEs, we first considered

the effect of MHC in shaping the TCR repertoire. We hypothesized

that, as happens during thymic positive and negative selection,

peripheral MHC and self-peptide might transmit survival signals to

cells with useful TCR specificities, while causing elimination of

cells with too high or too low self-reactivity. For a broad overview

of TCR diversity, we assessed the expressed TCR V� and V�

repertoire using available V-region-specific Abs. We identified

GFP� RTEs and GFP� MN T cells in RAG2p-GFP Tg mice (Fig.

1A). For both CD4 (Fig. 1B) and CD8 (Fig. 1C) T cells, we found

that RTEs and MN T cells had broadly similar TCR V�/� usage.

However, statistical analysis revealed some subtle differences, in-

cluding V�4 usage frequency. The RTE subset of both CD4 and

CD8 T cells from each mouse we analyzed had higher V�4 usage

relative to their MN counterparts, suggesting that some T cells

FIGURE 1. The TCR repertoires of RTEs and MN T cells are glo-

bally similar. A, Naive (CD44low/mid) T cells from RAG2p-GFP Tg mice

(black line) were gated as RTEs and MN T cells on the basis of GFP

level, using GFP� T cells from B6 mice (gray line) to determine the

cutoff for RTEs. B and C, RTE and MN T cells were subdivided on the

basis of TCR V� and V� expression for both CD4 (B) and CD8 (C) T

cells. Data are averaged from six independent experiments analyzing a

total of 5–12 mice per TCR V�/� subunit, with error bars representing

SD. �, p � 0.005. D, RTE and MN expression levels of TCR V�4 are

shown for individual mice. p � 0.002 and p � 0.0001 for CD4 RTEs

vs MN T cells and CD8 RTEs vs MN T cells, respectively, using a

paired 2-tailed Student’s t test.

7245The Journal of Immunology
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expressing this V region may be deleted soon after entry into the

lymphoid periphery (Fig. 1D).

A closer look at TCR usage reveals repertoire differences

between RTEs and MN T cells

For a higher-resolution TCR repertoire analysis, we compared TCR

V� CDR3 lengths in TCRs expressed by CD4 and CD8 RTEs and

MN T cells using CDR3 length spectratyping (20). Using this method,

each V�-J� combination shows an approximately Gaussian distribu-

tion of 6–10 CDR3 lengths in 3 bp increments (representing in-frame

rearrangements). In analyses within a given V�, containing rearrange-

ments to all 12 J�s, RTEs resembled MN T cells in both the CD4 and

CD8 compartments for V�10 (Fig. 2, A and B, upper left) and the

other V�s assessed (V�4, 5, 6, 8.1, 8.2, and 11, data not shown).

When we narrowed our focus to CDR3 diversity within particular

V�-J� rearrangements, we found that most of the 48 segments ana-

lyzed (all 12 J�s paired with V�4, 6, 8.1, 8.2) showed RTEs to be

comparable to MN T cells within both the CD4 and CD8 compart-

ments, including V�6-J�1.1 (Fig. 2, A and B, upper right). However,

some notable differences were detected, as CD8 RTEs and MN T cells

differed in distribution of V�4-J�2.2 CDR3 lengths, and CD4 RTEs

differed from CD4 MN T cells for V�8.1-J�1.2 (Fig. 2, A and B,

lower panels). In each of these cases, TCRs expressed by RTEs are

skewed toward longer CDR3 regions.

These TCR distributions differences were statistically significant

for V�4-J�2.2 rearrangements in CD8 T cells, but did not reach

that threshold for V�8.1-J�1.2 rearrangements in CD4 T cells.

This, in addition to high sample to sample variation, encouraged us

to use a different system to determine whether the frequency of

cells expressing a given TCR is modulated during the transition

from RTE to MN compartment.

The frequency of T cells expressing monoclonal TCRs is

modulated at the RTE stage

To determine whether repertoire shaping could be detected at the

level of an individual TCR, we set up competitive bone marrow

chimeras, in which hosts were reconstituted with a mixture of

polyclonal and TCR Tg bone marrow, all on the RAG2p-GFP Tg

background to allow identification of RTEs and MN T cells within

each population of cells. In CD4 competition chimeras, polyclonal

T cells were competed with OT-II and SMARTA TCR Tg T cells

and in CD8 competition chimeras, polyclonal T cells were com-

peted with OT-I and P14 TCR Tg T cells to determine whether

their relative frequencies changed as a function of cellular age. T

cells from each population of cells were categorized by residence

time in the periphery on the basis of GFP brightness (7) into young

RTEs, old RTEs, and MN T cells (Fig. 3A), and the frequency of

each TCR Tg population relative to polyclonal T cells was then

calculated. In all 12 chimeras analyzed, the frequency of OT-II Tg

relative to polyclonal CD4 T cells in the periphery was highest in

young RTEs, dropping at each stage to a nadir in MN T cells (Fig.

3B, left). The difference in relative frequency between young RTE

and MN OT-II Tg T cell was statistically significant ( p � 0.001).

Given that T cells expressing the OT-II TCR are likely eliminated

in the periphery by a superantigen that deletes V�5� T cells (21,

22), this finding confirms that age-dependent modulation of TCR

frequency is detectable in our competitive bone marrow chimeras.

There was not a striking modulation of the frequency of SMARTA

Tg T cells, although two thirds of chimeras analyzed showed a

small decrease in frequency from the young RTE to the MN T cell

stage, suggesting that subtle modulation might be occurring ( p �

0.069, comparison of young RTE and MN SMARTA TCR Tg T

FIGURE 2. The TCR repertoires of RTEs and MN T cells are subtly

distinct. TCR CDR3 length spectratyping was performed on cDNA from

sorted populations of naive (CD44lo/mid CD62Lhigh) CD4 and CD8 RTEs

and MN T cells. Representative analyses of the indicated TCR V� or

V�-J� recombination are shown for both CD4 (A) and CD8 (B) T cells.

Arrows indicate �10% CDR3 length differences between RTEs and MN T

cells, �2-fold the SD. Data are representative of three replicates from a

pool of five mice. Error bars indicate SD from the mean of values from

three replicates. �, p � 0.02.

FIGURE 3. The frequency of individual TCRs is modulated in RTEs.

Lethally irradiated mice were reconstituted with a mixture of bone mar-

row from polyclonal and two TCR Tg donors. A, T cells from each

population of cells were divided into three groups for both CD4 (left)

and CD8 (right) chimeras: GFPhigh (young) and GFPlow (old) RTEs, and

GFP� MN T cells. B, The frequencies of OT-II and SMARTA Tg (left)

and OT-I and P14 Tg (right) T cells within young RTE, old RTE, and

MN T cell populations was normalized to the polyclonal level at that

stage. Data are representative of three independent sets of chimeras for

a total of six to twelve individual mice.

7246 MHC SHAPES THE RECENT THYMIC EMIGRANT REPERTOIRE
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cell relative frequencies). In all 12 CD8 competition chimeras,

both OT-I Tg and even more prominently, P14 Tg T cells, in-

creased in frequency over time in the periphery relative to poly-

clonal CD8 T cells (Fig. 3B, right). These differences were statis-

tically significant ( p � 0.001). This molding of the TCR repertoire

was seen in chimeras reconstituted with 1:1:1 or 5:1:1 polyclonal:

TCR Tg:TCR Tg bone marrow (data not shown). These data sug-

gest that cells expressing these transgene-encoded TCRs are se-

lectively surviving and/or proliferating relative to polyclonal CD8s

as a whole. Given that the naive TCR Tg T cells divided little in

the periphery, on the basis of their low BrdU incorporation and low

frequency of CD44high effector/memory cells (data not shown), it

is likely that most of the increase in frequency of cells expressing

these TCRs is due to enhanced survival. As seen in Fig. 3B, the

TCR Tg populations generally seeded the periphery at a frequency

lower than their original 1:1:1 proportion in the donor bone mar-

row. This finding is expected, given that selection of cells express-

ing uniform TCRs in a competitive situation is limited by thymic

expression of positively selecting ligands (23–25).

RTEs mature upon transfer to a classical MHC class II-deficient

environment

To determine whether MHC imparts maturation signals to RTEs,

we placed RTEs in an environment lacking MHC. Sorted CD4

RTEs were transferred to classical MHC II-deficient mice (I-

A�
�/� I-E �

�/� B6 mice) or control CD4�/� B6 mice, which are

similarly CD4 T cell lymphopenic, but express MHC class II. RTE

maturation in experimental and control recipients was tracked by

determining expression levels of CD24, down-regulated during

RTE maturation, and Qa2 and CD45RB, up-regulated during RTE

maturation (1, 3), and as seen in overlays of the blue and green

histograms in Fig. 4. CD4 RTEs have matured to a comparable

degree on days 4 and 7 following transfer to MHC-deficient and

MHC-replete environments (Fig. 4 and data not shown). Thus, the

absence of classical MHC class II molecules does not prevent CD4

RTE maturation. Furthermore, while CD24 appeared to be fully

down-regulated by day 4 posttransfer, up-regulation of CD45RB

expression continued from days 4 to 7 in MHC class II-deficient

mice (Fig. 4), suggesting that CD4 RTE maturation in the absence

of MHC class II progresses normally.

RTEs mature normally in situ in a classical MHC class

II-deficient environment

We next analyzed RTE maturation in the absence of exposure to a

MHC II� periphery and without the complication of adoptive

transfer. RAG2p-GFP Tg and K14p-I-A� Tg mice were crossed to

generate RTE reporter mice that lack classical MHC class II expres-

sion in the lymphoid periphery but express MHC II on cortical thymic

epithelial cells, allowing for positive selection of CD4 T cells (13).

CD4 RTEs from MHC class II-expressing mice and from peripheral

MHC II-deficient mice exhibited comparable maturation as assessed

by CD24 and CD45RB levels, confirming that RTEs can mature nor-

mally in an MHC-deficient periphery (Fig. 5A). Note that RTEs an-

alyzed in situ in both of these mice are phenotypically identical to

unmanipulated RTEs from RAG2p-GFP Tg mice. In this study, the

cells are not transferred, and are instead analyzed in situ, and should

have an identical phenotype to the unmanipulated control. Further-

more, from the GFPhigh young RTE to the GFPlow old RTE stage,

“undisturbed” RTEs in the MHC-deficient periphery showed the nor-

mal pattern of progressive maturation (Fig. 5B).

RTEs mature normally upon transfer to a complete MHC

class-II deficient environment

Although I-A�
�/� mice lack expression of native MHC II mole-

cules, these mice do express very low levels of hybrid I-A�/I-E�

MHC class II molecules (26, 27). To eliminate hybrid MHC class

II expression, we used as adoptive hosts B6 mice in which the

entire MHC class II locus is deleted (28). To obtain donor T cells

that were never exposed to MHC class II in the periphery, the most

developmentally mature subset of CD4 SP thymocytes (pre-RTEs)

were sorted from RAG2p-GFP Tg mice and transferred to full

MHC II-deficient or control CD4�/� mice. CD4 pre-RTEs (Fig. 6A)

and transferred RTEs (data not shown) matured normally in the

absence of MHC class II. Both transferred populations exhibited

FIGURE 4. RTEs mature normally following transfer to a classical MHC

II-deficient environment. At the indicated time points post transfer, CD24 and

CD45RB expression by sorted CD4 RTEs transferred into I-A�-deficient

(RTEs in MHC II�/�) or CD4-deficient (RTEs in CD4�/�) mice were deter-

mined. Splenocytes from an unmanipulated RAG2p-GFP Tg mouse were an-

alyzed on the same day for marker expression by CD4�CD44lo/mid RTEs

(Naive GFP� peripheral T) and MN (Naive GFP� peripheral T) cells. Data are

representative of four independent experiments.

FIGURE 5. RTEs mature normally in situ in a classical MHC II-deficient

lymphoid periphery. A and B, CD24 and CD45RB expression levels by

CD4�GFP� RTEs from RAG2p-GFP Tg � K14p-I-A� Tg mice (RTEs from

MHC II� periphery) or from a MHC II� periphery are shown. Splenocytes

from an unmanipulated RAG2p-GFP Tg mouse were analyzed on the same

day for marker expression by CD4�CD44lo/mid RTEs (Naive GFP� peripheral

T) and MN (Naive GFP� peripheral T) cells. Representative data are shown in

A, and data in B are averaged median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of RTEs

split into young GFPhigh and old GFPlow populations from three independent

experiments analyzing a total of six to ten mice per group, with error bars

representing SD. Differences were not statistically significant (p � 0.05).

7247The Journal of Immunology
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phenotypic maturation (i.e., increased marker expression relative

to that by mature SP thymocytes). Furthermore, there was no sta-

tistically significant defect in Qa2 and CD45RB expression levels

on pre-RTEs from MHC-deficient mice as compared with those on

CD4�/� controls (n � 4 per group).

To determine whether RTEs undergo functional maturation in

an MHC-deficient environment, we compared the proliferative ca-

pacity of CD4 RTEs allowed to age upon transfer to classical

MHC II�/� and CD4�/� mice. Cells were CFSE-labeled and stim-

ulated in vitro with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 9 days following

transfer. RTEs showed a comparable rate of division in both recipients

(Fig. 6B), suggesting that MHC is not required for functional matu-

ration. Furthermore, the transferred RTEs appeared to be fully mature

by this measure, as their level of division was comparable to that of

stimulated, freshly sorted CD4 MN T cells (Fig. 6B). This prolifera-

tive capacity is greater than the level of division shown by RTEs that

have not aged in an adoptive host (1, 3). Compared with CD4 MN T

cells, fewer than half the number of such “fresh” CD4 RTEs have

undergone four or more rounds of division during the 3 days in vitro

stimulation period (data not shown).

Discussion
The work presented in this study shows that the TCR repertoires of

RTEs and MN T cells differ. Because MN T cells are derived from

the subset of RTEs that survive for longer than 3 wk in the periphery,

the most likely interpretation is that RTEs cells with some TCR spec-

ificities do not survive to the MN T cell stage. This TCR repertoire

shaping is likely driven in part by tonic signals transmitted to naive T

cells by MHC molecules, signals known to be important for cell sur-

vival (reviewed in Ref. 8). Naive T cells with too low an affinity for

self-MHC plus peptide may not receive sufficient survival signals to

persist in the lymphoid periphery. This may in part explain why OT-I

and P14 TCR Tg RTEs persist better than polyclonal CD8 RTEs, in

which some T cells expressing TCRs with very low self-affinity may

not persist. The 3 wk T cells remain RTEs is a time period in which

interaction with self-MHC molecules might be expected to shape the

population of RTEs, given that naive T cells prevented from recog-

nizing MHC begin to die within this time span (29–31). To directly

show that TCR repertoire changes in RTEs require MHC would ne-

cessitate adoptive transfers into MHC-deficient recipients; however,

interpretation of these technically challenging experiments would be

significantly confounded by the fact that T cells would begin to die in

the absence of MHC.

In addition to poor survival, naive T cells with very low self-affinity

also are unable to undergo lymphopenia-induced proliferation (LIP)

(8). This may partially explain why OT-II TCR Tg RTEs, which do

not undergo LIP (32), compete poorly with polyclonal T cells. Pref-

erential LIP could also contribute to the observed increase in OT-I and

P14, but this contribution is likely to be small, given that these TCR

Tg cells remained largely CD44low, and cells undergoing extensive

LIP would be expected to become CD44high (8).

In contrast, T cells expressing TCRs with too high an affinity for

self-MHC plus peptide in the lymphoid periphery can be anergized

and/or deleted. Indeed, probable deletion via superantigen is seen

in OT-II TCR Tg RTEs in our TCR Tg competition chimera sys-

tem (Fig. 3). Deletion of autoreactive polyclonal RTEs may ac-

count for some of the observed increase in OT-I and P14 T cells in

the MN T cell compartment. Consistent with a role for MHC in

shaping RTEs is the observation that CD8 RTEs appear to have

specific gut homing properties. This exposure to the Ag-rich gut

microenvironment is speculated to be important for inducing T cell

tolerance to intestinal microflora (33).

Modulation of the TCR repertoire is subtle in RTEs, and is not

apparent at the level of differences in TCR V� or V� proportions

between RTEs and MN T cells, aside from the relative loss of V�4

expression by MN T cells compared with RTEs in both CD4 and

CD8 subsets (Fig. 1). However, repertoire shifts are apparent by

TCR CDR3 length distribution. Interestingly, the TCR CDR3 rep-

ertoire differences showed that RTEs are skewed to expressing

TCRs with longer CDR3 regions (Fig. 2). A longer CDR3 may

extend further out into space, thereby allowing for a higher degree

of contact and potentially greater affinity for a specific MHC plus

peptide ligand, while a shorter CDR3 may not contact peptide

well, but instead interact mainly with the MHC (34–36). This idea

is consistent with the observation that negative selection appears to

shorten the mean CDR3 length in thymocytes (37, 38). These data

suggest that potentially autoreactive RTEs expressing TCRs with

longer CDR3 regions are deleted upon encounter with ligand in the

lymphoid periphery. It is not known which self-ligands may be

influencing the stage-specific expression of TCR V�4, but viral

superantigens are an unlikely source (39).

Our data also surprisingly suggest that while MHC shapes the

RTE population, it does not drive the phenotypic or functional

maturation of RTEs in the lymphoid periphery. The simplest ex-

periment, transferring RTEs to I-A�
�/� recipients, suggests that

maturation occurs normally in the absence of MHC (Fig. 4). How-

ever, harvesting donor RTEs from the lymphoid periphery allows

some exposure to peripheral MHC, thus opening the possibility

that this brief encounter drives RTE maturation even after transfer

to MHC-deficient recipients. Our in situ maturation model allevi-

ates those concerns, as RTEs from this environment are not subject

to adoptive transfer and are never exposed to MHC in the periph-

ery (Fig. 5). An additional caveat from these experiments is the

FIGURE 6. CD4 pre-RTEs mature normally following transfer to mice

expressing no MHC II molecules. A, Sorted CD4�CD8�GFP�CD62Lhigh

thymocytes (pre-RTEs) were transferred into complete MHC II�/� or

CD4�/� mice and Qa2 and CD45RB expression levels were determined on

cells 8 days following transfer. Thymocytes and splenocytes from an un-

manipulated RAG2p-GFP Tg mouse were analyzed on the same day for

marker expression by CD4�CD8�GFP�CD62Lhigh thymocytes (Mature

SP thymocytes) and CD4�CD44lo/mid MN (Naive GFP� peripheral T)

cells. Data are representative of two experiments, analyzing a total of four

mice per condition. B, Sorted congenic CD4�CD62Lhigh RTEs were trans-

ferred to classical MHC II�/� or CD4�/� mice, and at 9 days following

transfer, were CFSE-labeled and stimulated in vitro for 3 days with anti-

CD3 and anti-CD28. Freshly sorted CD4�CD62Lhigh MN T cells were

concomitantly CFSE-labeled and stimulated. Labeled histograms depict

CFSE dilution of stimulated (darker lines) or unstimulated (lighter lines)

samples. Indicated are the percents of cells that have divided four or more

times. Data are representative of two recipients per condition.
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possibility that the low level of hybrid MHC II molecule expres-

sion in I-A�
�/� mice (26, 27) could influence maturation. How-

ever, adoptive transfers of pre-RTEs into mice in which the entire

MHC II locus was deleted showed that maturation progressed nor-

mally in this environment (Fig. 6), while maturation of RTEs can-

not be completed without thymic egress (4). In addition, the adop-

tive transfer experiments circumvent the T cell lymphopenia seen

in the in situ maturation model. This lymphopenia, equally notice-

able in MN and RTE CD4 T cell subsets (data not shown), may be

due both to altered T cell development in the thymus and lower T

cell survival in the periphery. In the adoptive transfer experiments,

the same numbers of RTEs were recovered from the spleens of

both MHC II�/� and CD4�/� hosts (7–8% of input at days 7

posttransfer), and were comparable to the numbers of transferred

MN T cells that were recovered. This suggests that the bulk of

transferred CD4 RTEs survive in the absence of MHC class II for

the duration of the experiment, and that maturation is not due to

preferential survival of a mature subset of RTEs, in concordance

with previous findings (4). A role for MHC I in driving CD8 RTE

maturation was not directly tested due to the technical challenge

posed by the expression of MHC I by T cells themselves. How-

ever, given that the maturation process appears to be largely iden-

tical in CD4 and CD8 RTEs (1), it is likely that the same factor(s)

modulate these processes.

Taken together, our data suggest that RTEs are receiving mul-

tiple signals in the lymphoid periphery. One signal comes from an

unknown factor(s) that drives RTEs to fully mature in the lym-

phoid periphery. An additional signal comes from MHC, that,

while not influencing RTE maturation, appears to shape the RTE

TCR repertoire. This shaping process likely preserves RTEs with

useful TCR specificities for incorporation into the MN T cell pool,

but eliminates RTEs with TCR specificities that are potentially

autoreactive or that may possess an affinity for self that is too low

to be functional. Although 99% of developing thymocytes never

exit the thymus, those cells that are allowed to escape to seed the

lymphoid periphery are still subject to additional selective forces.

Selection of immunocompetent but self-tolerant T cells occurs at

multiple levels and exacts a great price.
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